
RAPs in Development – Progress Categories 

Inactive – Employer 
Uninterested 

The employer has decided they are not interested in pursuing registered 
apprenticeship as a work-based learning solution for their business at 
this time. They may still be active with other WIOA or IBST-related 
programs, however. 

Inactive - Lack of 
Training Providers 

There are currently no local or accredited online training providers to 
accommodate the employer’s desired apprenticeship occupation. 

Inactive – Three Month 
Communication 
Lapse 

The employer has not responded to calls/emails for a period longer than 
three months, or it has been three months since the last follow-up 
correspondence. 

Referral Stage The employer contact has been successfully referred through an IBST 
partner, event, or cold call. Information on employer location, potential 
occupations, and preferred training providers is being collected at this 
time. 

Exploratory Stage An initial consultation or apprenticeship-specific follow-up has been 
scheduled or completed with the employer, but they have not yet 
committed to developing their program. 

Active Development The employer has agreed to move forward with their apprenticeship and 
the specialist is currently in the process of solidifying the work process, 
curriculum, and wage determinations for program submission. 

Stagnated – Work 
Process Selection 

Program development has stagnated for a period of less than three 
months due to inability to procure or decide on an existing work process 
schedule. 

Stagnated – 
Curriculum Selection 

Program development has stagnated for a period of less than three 
months due to difficulty finding, selecting, or finalizing logistics for related 
technical instruction. 

Stagnated – Wage 
Determinations 

Program development has stagnated for a period of less than three 
months due to employer difficulty determining or getting organizational 
approval for the program’s progressive wage schedule. 

Finalizing Details for 
Submission 

The specialist is preparing to submit the completed program to the DOL 
via Standards Builder and may be collecting miscellaneous required 
information from the employer or training provider. 

Submitted to 
Standards Builder 

The program has been submitted to Standards Builder and the specialist 
is awaiting a request for revisions or approval from their DOL ATR. 

In Revision with 
Department of Labor 

The program is currently undergoing revisions with DOL, after which it will 
be approved for registration. 

Approved, awaiting 
Signature 

The program standards are awaiting employer or DOL signature for final 
registration approval. 

Signed and Approved The program is fully registered with the Department of Labor and now 
exists in RAPIDS. 
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